The purpose of this symposium is to comprehensively understand CCP's governance especially after 1970's, and differences/likenesses of each organ's development.

The presenters are expected to present CCP's governing strategy and each organ's reaction to the CCP's policy with introducing methodology that have attracted attentions recently, qualitative/quantitative research results, and newly found historical materials.

13:00-13:10 Opening Remarks
13:10-13:40 Hiroko Naito (Tohoku University) "Rule of Law" under the Chinese Communist Party's Leadership
13:40-14:10 Parepa Laura Anca (Tsukuba University) Dynamics of Civil-Military Relations in China
14:10-14:40 Chuanmin Chen (Sun Yat-sen University) The Representation of China's National People's Congress
14:40-14:55 Coffee Break
14:55-15:25 Xiang Gao (Zhejiang University) Mobilize towards a Weberian Bureaucracy?
15:25-15:55 Vida Macikenaite (International University in Japan) Understanding CCP Regime’s Resilience: Inter-system career transfers between the Party-state and the SOEs as a tool in governance
15:55-16:05 Break
16:05-16:25 Professor Kazuko Kojima (Keio University)
16:25-16:45 Professor Rumi Aoyama (Waseda University)
16:45-17:30 Discussion
17:30-17:50 Q and A
17:50 Closing Remarks

Place: Nihonbashi Life Science Building Room1004
[Access]
- JR Hibiya Line / Hanzomon Line: 3-minute walk from Exit # A6 of "Mitsukoshimae" Station
- JR Yamanote Line / Keihin-Tohoku Line / Chuo Line: Rapid 11-minute walk from South Exit of "Kanda" Station
- JR Yamanote Line / Keihin-Tohoku Line / Chuo Line: Rapid 13-minute walk from Nihonbashi Exit of "Tokyo" Station
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